The number of acyclic reorientations of a weakly oriented matroid A4 is < t(M; 2,0). Equality holds if and only if M is an oriented matroid. cc 1990
INTRODUCTION THEOREM A [S]. The number of acyclic reorientations of an oriented matroid M is equal to the evaluation t(M; 2,0) of its Tutte polynomial t(M).
Theorem A extends to oriented matroids a theorem for graphs due to Stanley [ 131. It contains Zaslavsky's [ 141 result, published independently the same year, on the number of regions determined by hyperplanes in Rd. Generalizations of Theorem A can be found in [6, 7, .
The number a(M) = t(M; 2,0) is an important invariant of an oriented matroid M. By Theorem A, a(M) counts the number of acyclic reorientations of M. As follows easily from the oriented matroid generalization of Farkas' lemma [2, Thm. 2.21, there is a l-l correspondence between acyclic reorientations and maximal covectors of a loopless oriented matroid M (a maximal covector of M is an inclusion-maximal signed span of M* in the terminology of [2, Sect. 51). Hence a(M) counts the number of maximal covectors of M. The construction in the proof of the Folkman-Lawrence [4] representation theorem establishes a l-l correspondence between maximal covectors of M and regions of its topological representation.
Hence a(M) counts the number of regions of the Folkman-Lawrence topological representation.
Weakly oriented matroids are a generalization of oriented matroids recently introduced by Bland and Jensen Cl]. In the present note we examine the extension of Theorem A to weakly oriented matroids. It turns out that in general we have only an upper bound and that equality actually characterizes oriented matroids. The same properties hold in the broader context of minorable circuit-signatures.
FORBIDDEN SIGNED MINORS OF ORIENTED MATROIDS
Definitions, properties, and notation of oriented matroids used in this note can be found in [2] .
A signed set X is a set, called the support of X, partitioned into two distinguished subsets X + and X -, the positive and negative parts of X, respectively. Given a signed set X and a set A the reorientation of X on A, denoted by -AM, is the signed set defined by ( -4X) + = (X + \A) u (X-nA) and (-AX)P=(XP\A)u(X+nA). Let M be a matroid. We sign a circuit C of M by associating with it two opposite signed sets X, and -X, of support C. A circuit-signature V of M is a signature of every circuit: V = (Xc, -X,: C circuit of M). A reorientation of %? is a circuit-signature -*%Y= { -,X: XE%} for some A GE(M).
Given a circuit-signature %? of a matroid M, and eEE(M), then V\e= {X: XE+Z,e$X} and V/e = { X\e: X E %", X\e circuit of M\e) are circuit-signatures of M\e and M/e, respectively. Hence given k > 1 elements of M, e,, e2, . . . . ek, and *i either \ or / for i = 1, 2, . . . . k, %?*lel*2e2.-.*,ek is a circuit-signature of the corresponding minor M'=M*,e,*,e,~~~*,e, of M. As well known, a matroid minor does not depend on the ordering of the deletion/contraction operations, i.e., we have M' = M*,cl,e,rl,*~(2)e~ (2) ... *a(k for any permutation 0 of ( 1, 2, . . . . k }. As easily seen in simple examples, in general sf?* o(l)eo(ll*o(2)e~(2)~"*aoeo(k) depends on the permutation u. We say that a circuit-signature +F? of a matroid is minorable if for all integers k 2 1, elements e,, e,, . . . . ek and operations ei either \ or /, i= 1,2, . . . . k, the circuit-signature ~*~(l,e,(,,*,(,,e,,2,.
. *o(k,eO(kj does not depend on the permutation (T of ( 1,2, . . . . k}. More briefly, a circuit-signature of a matroid M is minorable if it induces a well-defined circuit-signature on every minor of M.
Minorability is a basic property of circuit-signatures of oriented matroids [2] and more generally of weakly oriented matroids [ 11. However, there are minorable circuit-signatures of matroids which are not weakly oriented matroids. Thus for any matroid, the circuit-signature with X, = X,+ for all circuits C is minorable (trivially). As easily seen, any circuit-signature of a uniform matroid is minorable.
We recall that U,, denotes the uniform matroid of rank r on n elements. The following result is a rephrasing of Proposition 2.2 of [9] : THEOREM 2.1 [9] . Let M he a matroid and %? be a minorable circuitsignature of M. Then %? is a circuit-signature of an oriented matroid if and only if M contains no minor UIS3 or U,., such that up to isomorphism %? induces a reorientation of { 12, 13,23 and opposite} resp. (123, 124, 134, 234 and opposite) on this minor.
MAIN RESULT
A circuit-signature %? is acyclic if %' contains no positive circuit. We denote by t(M; <, q) the Tutte polynomial of a matroid M. Proof Proofs are by induction on the number 1 E(M)1 of elements, using deletions and contractions.
Properties (i) and (ii) of Lemma 3.1.1 of [8] extend without changes to a minorable circuit-signature %: for any element e E E(M) (i) if both %? and -,% are acyclic, then both %?\e and %?/e are acyclic; (ii) if %? is acyclic and -e% is not acyclic, then %\e is acyclic and %?/e is not acyclic. If % is a circuit-signature of an oriented matroid we have f(q) = t( M; 2,0) by Theorem A. We prove the converse. Suppose Gk is not a circuit-signature of an oriented matroid. By Theorem 2.1, M has a minor U,,, or a minor U,., such that V induces reorientations of { 12, 13, 23 and opposite} resp. (123, ln, 134, 234 and opposite}. As easily checked, these two circuit-signatures have no acyclic reorientations. On the other hand, t(U I,3; 2,O) = 2 and t( U2.4) = 8. Suppose M # N. Without loss of generality we may suppose that M is connected. By [3, Proposition 6 .X] there is an element e of M such that at least one of M\e or M/e is connected and has N as a minor. The theorem follows by induction on the number of elements from the relation t(M; 2, 0) = t(M\e; 2, 0) + t(M/e; 2, 0) and the inequalities S(g) <f(%\e) +f(%/e), f(%?\e) < t(M\e; 2,0), f(%/e) < t(M/e; 2, 0), with at least one of the inequalities f(%'\e) < t(M\e; 2, 0), f(%e) < t(M/e; 2,0) being strict by the induction hypothesis. Given any matroid M, the circuit-signature with all signed circuits either positive or negative is clearly minorable. In this case a reorientation is equivalent to a bicoloration of the elements of M, and an acyclic reorientation is a bicoloration such that no circuit of M is unicolor, i.e., a partition of E(M) into two independent sets.
As easily seen, a matroid with this particular circuit-signature is an oriented matroid if and only if its circuits are pairwise disjoint. Hence, denoting by @ the direct sum of matroids, by Theorem 3.1 we have By the second part of Proposition 4.2, for all integers r > 1 and r < n < 2r, there is a matroid of rank r on n elements such that equality holds. Clearly, for n > 2r there cannot exist A s E(M) such that both A and E(M)\A are independent.
